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1 WRBjo1 1 PR0CEEDINGS
2 - PRESIDIN3 JUDGE: Good morning. de are on the

J -record.
p
i_) 4 We will note the usual aopearances. I don't see

5- any Counsel for the State present, but we do have Counsel
'6 for.the Staff , LILCO and Suf folk. County present.
~7 de -have some preliminery matters to take up
8 before ge tting to the testimony of the Staff's witne ss.

9 One minor, brief preliminary matter is that the

10 Board has reviewed the ' Proposed Resolution of Suffolk ' County

11 Diesel Generator Contention regarding cylinder heads. In

12 principle, it is acceptable to us and we have no problem
13 with it,

s

14 As a minor point it aopeared to the Board ong-)ss_ .

\
'~

15 preliminary reading that with respect to P aragraph E, which
16 starts on page 3, the procedure spelled out there deals with

17- the barring over and rolling over of the engines and
t_

Id . checking the engines af ter that procedure, but does not

19 spell out what the engines are being checked for and what

20~ the criteria or criterion would be for that check.
-21 Under Peregraph F, which seems to deal with a

22 di ff erent routine surveillance procedure , there is en

23 explanation of that. If the parties believe the exalanation

24 in F acolles to E, it was not clear to us on reading the
'

25 express agreement that it is to be so aoplicable.
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I hRBeb i office . on Thursday evening. Now - I r'e ali ze he was en route .

.2 The first I heard from Mr. Dynner was at 3:35 p.m. on Friday
3 af ternoon.

k. 4 Ge tting to the . merits of the matter, we are in

6 agreement that the subject matter of the supplemental

, 6 -testimony is relevant and material .. Both sides agrae to

7 that.

8 As to his characterization of it as significant
*

9 new information. we do not agree with that. From very early C

'10 in this proceeding, he knew from the June report and even

11 beforg that. the preliminary report f rom Fa AA about cam
12 gallery cracking, he knew about' the stud-to-stud cracking,

L 13 .and he knew that as f ar as Fa AA or LILCO knew at that time
14 --- and it _ was also true as of tha date of the filing of the,3,

('') '

15 testimony -- that there were no circumferential cracks |in

16 the original 103.

17 ilow at the time we filed the , testimony on August

18 the 14th, it was true and correct, to the best of our

19 knowledge and information.

20 The problem was that people are continuing to

21 document the matters that we have set forth in the
22 testimony, and in the course of that documentation, two

23 'significant things occurred.

m- '24 The first was that - and 've had to go to
''~

25 Cali forn ia t o confirm this -- th at . . . .
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1. 6dBdb .I in our testimony was not accurate, and the basic data that
- 2 is~ ref erred to in that strain gauge data could not be

3 ve ri fi ed.

. ,) 4(f 4 So then we proceeded further with a piece of the
5 old 103 block top with the deepest stud-to- stud crack and
6 cut that up, arri that showed, rather than be ing .5 inches

L
7 deep, it was only 3 inches deep.
8 JUDGE BRENNER : Excuse me. A lot of this is in

9 your testimony. What I'm not clear on is what was done
10 'several weeks ago as opposed to what you f irst learned about
il q late last week?

12 MR. FARLEY: I would say e ssentia lly,
'13 Judge Brenner, it was the error in the data reduction of the

14 TDI strain gauge data and secondly, it was th'e completion of,_

L. 15 .the destructive examination of a portion of the old 103
'

9

16 block.

17 JUDGE BRENT 4ER: September 6th is when LILCO. first

la knew it would have to supplement its testimony on that
.

19 blocks. Is that what you're telling me?

20 MR. FARLEY: I'm sorrv, your Honor, I didn't hear

21 you.

22 JUDGE BRENNER: Were you telling me that

23 September 6th is the earliest date at which LILCO knew it would

24 have new information causing a need to suoplement its,s
t )

'

25 testimony on the cylinder blocks?.,

a
,..n.n--,-----, ,,a,-- -n - - - - < - ~ - - < - - - - - - - - - = - ~ ~ - - ~ ~
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l WRBpp i ~ County in _ this proceeding.

2 JUDGE 3RENNER: We're not going to have staggered

3 testimony -filing timeframes now. -

f" +_

A) 4 4R. GODDARD: Staff aopreciates that.s .

6 JUDGE BRENNER: That was an unusual a ccomodat ion
6 last time which the staff turned around out of context af ter

.

7 that.

8 Putting that aside, if we were to set a date for

-9 the receipt of supplemental testimony, if any, by the Sta ff
10 .on cylinder block for near the end of the week of the 8th --

Il ei ther' the .I l th the 12th, in that timefr ame -- what would

12 the Staff think of that proposal?

IJ MR. GODDARD: The Staff would be ready to file
.

14 supplemental testimony by that time._gs;'')
15 Did you also ask, - Judge Brenner , f or our position
16 with regard to the County's request for, I believe, a

li two-week suspension?

18 JUDGE BREf!NER: No, I did not. But you're fr ee to

19 o ffer it.

20 4R. GODDARD: The Sta ff would support it.

21 JUDGE BRENNER: Why?

22. '4R. GODDARD: By virtue of our evaluation of the

23 significance of the testimony received from LILCO with

(-) 24 regard to the magnitude of exchanges in prior testimony as,

\J
25 opposed to any f orewarning of the Sta.f f's evaluation of the

,

I

z
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;l ,WRdagb i so that;you will ~not have to bring all your. witnesses in

2 here--for a'short . week. That's the main reason. And the
-

d' f act -that we will give you some other time for further
m
(_)_ ~4' witness preparation is a bonus.

5 MR. GODDARD: Judge Brenner, the Staff will be

6 amenable to proceeding on that basis and having the Staff
7 panel on ' pistons cross-e xamined immediately af ter

-8 Dr.. Sarsten and Mr. Henriksen are cro ss-examined on the
9 crankshafts.

10 JUDGE BRENdER: All right. de'11 do that. That
11 will be our testimony for this week. If we have only helf a

12 day lef t on nednesday, we will not requira the County
13 witnesse s to be here to begin th'eir testimony for thet half

', -s 14 a day unless -they. are here anyway.
\'')

15 Are they here anyway?

16 MR. DYNNER: No, sir. Professor Anderson is not
17 here and others -- as you can see Professors Christensen and

18 Mr. Ely and Mr. Hubbard are here but those are the three who

19 are here. The others are not.
20 JUDGE BRENNER: All right.

21 Next week, Monday , we would s ta rt with the

22 County's testimony on crankshaf ts. Unla ss there is a strong

23 reason to do pistons first, we would prefer taking up

('T 24 crankshaf ts first.
\) '

-

26 Than we will go to the County's testi,ony on
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1: iWRBeb -l' other engines they have sold for nuclear standby servi ce,
:2 the 12 , the 16- and 'the 20-cylinder engin es.-

3 0 And your knowledge with respect' to the 12 , 16-

i'') '

-(_/ 4 .and 24-cy11oder engines, all of that knowledge was obtained
6~ In . connection with this case , was it n'ot?

6 A Yes,'that is true.

7 0 Let me mention some other names to you.
8 MR. ELLIS: It might' be easier, Judge Brenner. I
9 have some excerpts from DEMA which I can hand out to the

10 Board and the parties now. I don't intend to introduce it

Il- as an exhibit, .but I think it would be convenient for -the

12 witnesses and the parties.

13 JUDGE BRENNER: What do you want them to do?

L 14 Look at the names of the members of DEMA?7s *

-(_) -
: 15 MR. ELLIS: Yes, sir. I can suggest then to him.

16 JUDGE BRENNER: This is going to be material for

17 some finding .later as to whether he can read the n ame s

18 corre ctly ?

19 MR. ELLIS: No, sir, not as to whether he can

20 read the names correctly. ' I j us t thought it would be

21 simpler, rather than ny suggesting who tha members might he,
22 to have that in f ront of him.

23 JUDGE BRENNER: You've got testimony through your

24 witness that has not been contradicted, to the, best of my
25 knowledge. Do you know that?

_
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2 WRBpp. 1 A I. do not have -- I have to. th ink Sack now.

~2- No, I do not have knowledge of how many orders c

3 are -sunmed by individual firms in the -Unit ed Sta te s when
! -4 they - u se. DEM A.-

'

5 JUDGE BRENJER: Mr. Ellis. excuse me.
6 Profe ssor Sarsten, in your answer prior to the
7 last answer you referred to your belief that you saw no
d reason why the practices in the United States should differ

9 .significantly from those elsewhere in the world. WSat you

10- lef t unstated, at least expressly, is wh at the practice is
.11 el se wh ere . Could you tell me what that is ?

12 DR. SAR5 fens Yes. The standard practice

13- elsewhere11n the world is to sum 24 orders f or a forestroke
~s 14- e ngine . That is,' orders f rom one-hal f to 12. That is, for

:( J-
'''

15: example, as specifically stated in the proposal for the new

'16 CIMAC rules for torsional vibration where, in 1979 they

17 mention 24 orders as standard, That's the first 12 for |

18 four-stroke engine.

19 dY Mt. ELLIS:

20 0 Profe ssor Sarsten, you say the pr ac ti ce

21 elsewhere , am I to understand that that is -- that these

-22 manufacturers you're talking about are in Europe?

23 A (11tne ss Sarsten) This would nold for the world

This was for the main classification

They are combining to see if they can arrive at

.
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3 I ( WRBpp: I experience with respect to what DEMA uses, how the standard

2 was developed, the met hodology , or what th e American
:/ \ .

*

3 .manuf acturers in this country do in the application of the
~T 4/ j M. , ':

,

,DEM4 s tandard', And he has not , be f' ore thi s case , used the( 4
- .< , ,

5 C DEMA stan,dard for crankshaf t torsional stresses. I think,,

!'.,r ,1
*'

6, under the fcircumst ances. I do not think even a liberalje r
,

Ist endard .w'ould be met to permit a conclusion. And he is an7.-

$, ,

/ Bf ekpert in. the application of the DEMA standard,
i <

'

,j 7 9 ' JUDGE BRENNER: Could I get Mr. Ellis' last

10 q'ues tion read back , pl ease?

11 (Whereupon the recorter read the record as
> ,e

12 requested.)

13 I JUDGE BRENNER: Well, wn'll cer tainly hear a,

fm. 14 re spon se f rom the Staf f and then from the County if it
~ ' ~

15 wishes |to make one. If the Staf f would pref er to ask

16 Professor Sarsten some questions in the nature of redirect
,

17 or Voir dire prior to making a resconse, we'll give it

la leeway to do that also.

19 MR. GODDARD: Fine.

20 JUDGE B f?!NER: Do you wan t t o do that now?

21 MR. GOODA9D Yes. I would.

22 VOIR DIRE EX V4 f NATION

2J BY MR. GODDARD:

<~w 24 0 Dr. S arsten , it is your testimany that basad upon
U

25 your professional enginaering judgment, the DEMA rules are
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4 WRBag5 1 verification of the accuracy of such computer programs

2 JUDGE BRENNER: Incidentally, as long as I have

3 . interrupted this much, previously in talking about ALCO,
(~% '

T. ,/ - 4 with which you have had prior experience, I believe you-

s

5 stated that it was a member of DEMA when you were there, am
o - I co rr ec t or did I get that wrong?
7 WITNESS S ARSTEN: Let ne see. I think ALCO then
8 -- this was in the -- around 1960, was a member of DEVA.

9 I'm not quite sure of this.

10 They are now, I. think, listed as the White Motor
^

11 Corporation.

12 JUDGE BRENi4ER: All right. That was my next
,

IJ question. Thank you.

e<J 14 WITNESS : S AR STEN s Here we have them: WhiteI i ,

'/.%_-
15 Suoerior Division. They are now a part of White Motor

16 Corporation of Springfield, Ohio end, as such, they should
17 still be members.

18 MR. ELLIS: Judge Brenner, I' may not have baen as

: 19 clear as I should have been.
20 JUDGE BRENNER: Do you wan t to strike him because

21 he doesn't . know anything about DEM A?

22- 4R. ELLIS: It's his intaroretation of Di4A that

2J I --
,

-rN 24 JUDGE BRENNE): I understand. I want to see whatV
25 else he knows to see if that may be pertinent. You're not

y

, , _. -,r+ . , e r-, , , , .., ~,. --,-r,,,. ,- ,e_.,, - - , , . . - - . . .r- .---m,e
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3 WRBagb 'l challenging him as an expert in the perf ormance or analy ses

.

2 of torsional vibration, are you?
:s
"

3- MRs E LLIS: No, sir.
IT

; fs ,/
~

4 JUDGE BRENNER t But you didn't ask him abou t whatm

b 5. Jhe knew, so I thought I would ask that pa; t and then put it
6 together with what he said he didn't know.

7 MR. ELLIS: Yes, sir, I understand.

8 JUDGE BRENNER: And in addition , i f we were to

9 grant your motion, vou have not yet gotten to Mr. Henriksen,

10 who is the co-author of much of the same answers, and you
.11 would have to work your way through him, even if we granted
12 the motion.,

,

13 MR. ELLIS : No, sir, 5ecause the answers that I, .

'

14' would have stricken do not have Mr. Henriksen on them.g-)s'Am

15 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. Tha t would take care
16 of- that oroblem if we get to tha t po in t.
17 I suppose it would help you to know now, so we

18 can take a moment.
_

19 Does the County have anything to add, nither by
'20 way of argument or questions to Professor Sarsten?

21 I'll ge t back to' you for your argumen t.

22 .Mr . : Goddard, I wanted to hear from the County.

'23 MR. ELLIS: Judge Brenner, while you're waiting.

-f~S 24. would you like me to give you sone of the. qJestions and
L'

25 answers that I have in mind?

.

.n - -a,, --n w,-v, - ~ w .-
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2- WRBagb i experience in the 17terpretation and aoplication of DEMA.

2 That does not mean that his other testimony on ABS or other
3 matters is similarly infirm. But I certainly think this

,

i_) 4 one is. He does not bring to the Board the kind of

5 expertise with DE'4A that I think is plainly required by even
6 the most liberal standard.
7~ JUDGE BREnNER : Maybe I should accept your

8 invitation to give us the particular answers that you would
9 strike if your motion were granted.

10 MR. ELLIS: Yes, sir.

.1 1 - On page 12, we watild strike the portion of the

12 answer at the top of the page relating to testimony that 24

IJ orders are now normally used. The re i s no basis f or tha t
14 with respect to DEMA.,3<

'~
-15 We would also strike his portion of the testimony
16 on page 13 relating to the DEMA standard, the second

17 paragraph of that answer in the middle of the page and also
18 the next question and answer and the f ollowinc question
IV involving the computer program, it follows the question:
20 "How do your results compare with those by Fa AA." that would

"! ! also go out.

22 To the extent that his answer on page 17, he is
.

2J there both with 'Ar. Henriksen, his answer should not be

4 2'4 accepted with respect to DEMA.
( .) -_

25 There was one other one I think as we ll, Judge
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$ WR50gh l' : regard as to what' he believed was the appropriate procedure
-2 in terms of the number of orders to meet DEM A and he talked
J about his experience with what has been done over the years

_-{~bx_/ 4 to.his knowledge. So to say there is no evidence -- that's

5 why I said your statement was a strong one.
6 MR. SCHEIDT W e l l --

g
7. JUDGE BRENNER : You may not agree with it or you,

8 mcy later. show in findings that he was speaking in
9 generalities and then when he was attempted to be pinned

.30 down by cross-examination could not support it in the detail
11 - necessary to believe the statement, but that's different

12. . than .saying there is no evidence in the record.

IJ And I would add that it's solely based on my memory.
. es 14 That wouId certainly be the kind of thing I would want to
(_)'

.IS search for in the transcript before making a ruling on it,
16 .but I don't have to make a ruling on that point now.

.

1/L (The Board conferring.)

18 JUDGE BRENNER: We are going to deny the motion.

19 Prof essor Sarsten , as' everybody can s ee, is clearly an-
20 . expert in the performance of analysis of torsional vibration

21 that -is sufficient to give the testimony he is giving.
22 He has also testified and has sufficient
23 expertise to be permitted to give the te stimony on 45at he

f'5 :24 -thinks the proper st8ndard practices should be. He has
L.) -

25 . explained candidly as to how he is aoplying what he has

<.
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'l WR3e b. 1 County will rapidly and efficiently be able to abtain from
~

-2 LI LCO .
,

J MR. ELLIS: Judge Brenner, what does the Board,

[[ ) '4 contemplate we do af ter these witnesses are completed?
5 JUDGE BRENNER : These two witnesses?

.

~6 MR. ELLIS: Yes. sir.

7 JUDGE BRENNER: I thought the S ta ff has agreed we
8 could go to its witnesses on pistons.

9- Am I correct, Mr. Goddard?

10 MR. ELLIS: I think the Staff said that but I

.I l think the Board had indicated thst would be one of the
12 things it would consider.

13 JUDGE BRENNER : I'm sorry, I meant to say that
, ,

14 that was very ' good news to us because we did not want to

15 require the County's witnesses to be here this week f or a

16 number of reasons , the -inconvenience to the County's
17 witnesses due to lack of notice that some of them would have
18. to be . here - this week , and more. import antly , the f act that

19- they are going to be efficiently engaging in discovery this

20 week , and that could be one of tha reasons why we won't need

21 a full two-week break.

22 And we know we are not going to hear about any'

0 '

:23 ' discovery disputes unless they are absolutely, positively
24' matters of the utmost importance and privilege.,- .

\_)-
25 MR. ELLIS: I hope not, Judge, bu t I hope that is

.

--+r.,,-v v- ,, -v.~ .w1 m.v.,...,- p.- r,- w--.w--v c. , . - . . , - . . - , - ,~,.--w- . + - - . - - - - - , . * -
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l WR3eb I Incorporated. They were then, I believe, al re ady ' a ssoci ated

2 with White Motor Company in Auburn, New York, at the time.
J 0 So is it your testimony then that until

n( j' 4 approximately 1972, the number of crders norma lly used by
5 manuf acturers in Europe was one rather than 24?

6 A No , that was not my testi nony. My testimony was

7- that ~ 1t was not universal for the c>mputer calculations
8 submi tted to- the ma jor c lassif ic at ion sc ci etie s -- I am now
9- speaking actually of one, Det Norsek Verit as -- to include

.

10 . force vibration. Before roughly 1972, it was not

'll universal.

12 When you make f orced calculations you will .

IJ include normally a large number of orders, now usually 24,
14 because -if we are in- a loop it doesn't make any di fference-.

'''
15 really how many orders you include as long as you have the
16 data available. '

17 0 'Well, then as I understand your testimony. It was

IS_ oroper in '65 and prior to use just one order in connection

19 with torsional stress analysis.

20 A For forced vibrations, yes.

21 I seem to recollect taat Por.er had summed some
22 orders but it is very ' laborious and will not be done by hand
23 unle ss in very special cases and then only a f ew orders.

g). 24 O I take it you would agree with me that when a

! 23 classificat on Society or an organization like DEMA sets a

u
-- - , . . . . , . , , - - , . . , - - , - - - ,-, - - - - + - . _ , ,
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I WR3pp i A Well, I've been sitting all evening punching
2 these in. I have them in the computer printout. The third

'

.3 order is a relatively large order.
.js
:( ) 4 O All right. 'Would you l ook , ple as e, at the

5 Exni bi t C-17, page 3-14 Prof e ssor Sarsten?
.

6- MR. ELLIS: For the Board's convenience , that's
,

7 the crankshaf t report.

8 WITNESS SARSTEN: Which page?

9'- SY MR. ELLIS:

10 Q- 3-14, Prof e ssor Sars, ten.
11 Do you have that before you?

12 A ( Altness Sarsten) I do.

-13 0 Let me direct your attention to the stress for

14- the third order. It - says, "The amplitude and displacement
k. 4

;. -
'

~ ')-
15 for the third order," -- i t says , " 001." Do you see that,.

16 sir?

17 A I do.

18 0 That's very small in re lative centrib'Jtion, isn't

19 it?
.

20 A I thought you were asking about the magnitude of .
21 the harmonic e xci tation. The others would depend upon the
22 - specific. e xample cited. I t may be l arge , - it may be snall.
23 Depending upon the vibratory system Seing considered..

j-s 24- 0 We 11, is the third order, then, a f airly minor
''

25 contributor to the summation proce ss that you go through ?

. - . - _ -_ . _ . _ __.__, -. . - . , _ _
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1, - WR Bpp 1 vertical scale mean, f our, five, s ixt then seven, eight,

'

2 nine?

3 WITNESS SARSTENs Those are the various shafts.
, - ,()_ There are different stresses in ea~ch of the various shaf ts4

5 along the engine.

6 JUDGE BRENNER: Thank you.

7 Mr. Ellis?

d BY MR. ELLIS:

9- O Professor Sarsten, getting back now to the third

10 order with respect to the Shoreham 13 x .12-inch

11 crankshaf t s. Am I correct that I heard you say that th at

12 would contribute no more than .001 to the su mmat ion of
'13 stresses to meet the 7,000 PSI DEMA standard?

14- A (Witness Sarsten) That would be the maximum,,

(,_T. .
*#

15 yes, if it were phased correctly.

!6: O So ~that would be less than i pe rcent of the 7,000

17 allowable?

18- A. I'm not good at mental ar i thm et ic , but it would

19 be less than 1 parcent of the allowahle.

20 0 aould you agras with me , then , tlat this is not a

21- major order in terms of summing stresses .f or the DEMA

22 allowable?

23 A No, I would not. In this specific case. It turns

'24 out that this order has a low valua. It mey not in other.s

(I' ' ~ ' '
25 c a se s.

[ .

L

l'
t

I+
,

.

.

I

-

km
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li WRBpp 1 and a half and fourth order, why did you select those two

2 for depiction on your graph?

J A Because those were the orders which, in the speed

f~} 4 range we were considering, the rate of speed plus/minus 5
x-

5 percent, had significant stress levels and some of them were

6 near resonance , so therefore , the magnitude of stresses

7 caused by the' single orders were l arge st .

8. JUDGE BRENNER: Mr. Ellis , whil e you've paused, I

9 wonder if I could ask a question about that also?

10 MR. ELLIS: Yes, sir.

'll JUDGE BRENNER: Profe ssor Sarsten, in giving your

12 results -for the largest single order at 450 rpm at the

13 ' bottom of page 13, you report that -- this i s in the very

14 last line of that page -- you' report that as aoproximate ly,'

(\ -)'-- 15 3800 psi . Whereas -- do you have that?

16 WITNESS SARSTENs Yes.

17 JUDGE BRENNER: Whereas, on page 15 in the ne xt

18, to .the last line of the first answer, you report that as

19. being 3608 psi . dhy is that figure diff er en t? Am I missing

20 something?

21 WITNESS S ARSTEd Yes. The one figure is the

22 results as they came out of the computar. The second figure

23 are the re sul ts corrected or refined to take into account

24 the measured values of the f ront end amplitude of the,

1 ,
.

'd 25 engine.
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l- WRdpp- 1 JUDGE BRENNER: Which is the refined one?
- 2 WITNESS SARSTENs The '3608 calculated value of 3

3 -- where was it -- 3800 psi came out of th e comouter. This
f-q
f,y,/ 4 ' was based on the f ourth order harmonic amp litude given by

5 the owner's group data and I believe , c alculated tv Failure

6 Analysis Associates.

7 On page 15, the figure 3608 psi is the same

8 figure diminished, or scaled down slightly , to agree with
9 the measured f ront end amplitude due to the fourth order.

10 JUDGE BREkNER 2 I'm still confused, I'm sorry.

11 Because when I look at your Exhibit 3, which is the graph,
12 the measured value below that , what looks like i t might be
13 the 3608 point -- it's thought to be precise from that

js - 14 exhibit -- but a little above 3500, f all s on the eighth
c) -

15 position of the shaft. Wher6a.s you still have a higher
16 value. which looks like about 3800 falling on the ninth
17 position of the shaf t. So aren't they two different values

IS f or two diff erent shaf t positions?.

19 WITNESS SARSTEN s Actually the figure given is

20 - f or the most highly stre ssed shaf t , which is the ninth-

21 shaft. . in 'his case. We have only one measured value at 450

-22 rpm.

23 JUDGE BRENNER : And the measured value is for the
24 ninth position?7-) .

"

25 WITNESS S ARSTEN: Right. Perhaps I should have

l'
, -. ,_ _ . ,. , _ - - __ _ . _ , _ - . . . _ . . . _ . .
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1- WR5pp 1- A ( ditness Sarsten) The 7,096.

2. If you'll look, the dif ference between them is
i
t 3 the ratio of 0.693, which is the measured value, t o . 6 90 ,
r'
(_)% 4- roughly, which was the calculated front end displacement.

5 0 Professor Sarsten, you say on page 12 that the 12
6 orders that Dr. Chen summed include the most significant
7 ones.- How did you make that determination ?

8 A I did not look at the orders individually. I

V: would assume that -- an assumption again -- that Dr. Chen
10 would take the most significant orders if he had only 12
11 available orders on hi s computer program. He would, of

12 ~ course , choose the most significant ones..
.

13 0 -What do you mean by the most significant ones,
.

14 the largest?'.-
,

,j'
15 A I would assume he chose the largest orders, yes.
16 I do not know that. _It's purely an assump tion.

~

17- 0 Were you here when Dr. Chen testified and

18 identified the orders which he summed?
19 A I heard his testimony. I perhaps would have to

20 have that re-read if I were to try to iden tify his orders.
21 ~Sut again, it would be purely an assumption.
22 0 Did you make any calculations of the third 12

23 orders. In other words,. you computed the first 24, did you
24 make any cal culations for 36?

e)_
v

(.
25 A Jot in this case. I ha ve don e , in previous
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1 WRBagb. I analys is ,- is that correct?

2' A. There are finite element calculations and finite
3 element c alculations. It depends upon the depth of the

[)- 4 analysis.

6 In the case of crankshaf ts, 'it requires a very
.6 . complex model with very, very many node points to achieve
7' sufficient accuracy.

8 _ Q #e11 have you -- Are you f amiliar with a book
,

9 written by Dr. Johnston on finite element analysis?.

10 A- No, not Dr. Johnston's book, no. I usually use
4

11 Zienkiewicz.

12' O Is that a European author?

13 A That's a European author. He's in the University

14- of Swonsea. Wale s.-

^

15 3 When I said Dr. Johnsto ., did you know that I
16 intended Dr. Paul Johnston of Fa AA .at Stanford? '

17 Did you know who I neant?-

IS A No, there are two Johns tons.

19 JUDGE BRENNER : There is at least one other
. 20- Dr. Johnston but I guess he doesn't count.

21 '4R. ELLIS: The only one I had ever heard bef ore i

22 Lwas Sam Johnston and he wisely kept out of all this kind of, *

23 -stuff.
,

y-)- 24 JUDGE -BRENNER : Yes , but I know you're fond of.

v<

25 quoting him so I mentioned him.

4

- , ., - . ., , , , . . . . , - - , . , , ~ . , , , , - , - , . . , - - - , - - . , - , , - - - , - . , ~ , , . - , ,
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2- WRBa gb - I would be significant in terms of the interpretation and
2. application'of the ABS standard?

3 A According to the ABS standards they can aoprove

[') 4 the crankshaf t also on other premises than the torsional
v

5 vibration levels.

6 0 Yes , but that wasn't my question, Pro f e ssor

'7 Sarsten. Do' you want me to repeat it or h av e it repeated
S again?

9 A Yes, please do.

'10 MR. ELLIS: Repeat the question, please.

.I l (Whereupon, the Reporter read from the record

12 as requested.)

13 WITNESS SARSTEN There are many it's and but's

14 in that 'long ' question. It's a little perhaps hard to answer,_

15- ~1t.

16 Could you rephrase it and bre ak i t down into

17. simpler parts which I can retain in my somewhat porous
,

18 memory?

19 MR. ELLIS: Sure, Prof e ssor S ar sten , I would be

'20 . glad to.

21 BY MR. ELLIS:

22 O Professor Sarsten, on pages 16 and 17 you said
23 you already testified that ABS '' ...was among the societies
24 that you had in mind when you gave that testimony and_

.().'' 25 there you said' that you pref er to assess the adequacy of

, . . - - . - - ... - - . - -- - - - . - - - . - - . - - - , - _ .
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2 .W9Bugb 1 the' crankshaf t based upon the .large amount of data
2 represented by the appropriate classification

3 societies' rules and their experience in the

-() 4 ' interpre tation of these rules. "
5 ABS' experience in the interpre tation of its

6- rules is important, isn't it?

7 A Yes. But I was not ref erring to the ABS,

8 specifically here because the ABS has not perhaps the widest
9- experience in diesel engine crankshaf ts that some of the

10 other major classification societies have. Their rules are

11 not very -- their rules do not take into consideration the

12 torsional vibratory stresses when dimensioning the,

t

.13 cr ankshaf ts, f or example.

14 10 Is it your testimony that the American Bureau offs

'~
15 ~Shioping is not competent to issue standards relating to
16 torsional stresses .for crankshaf ts for medium-speed diesels
17- such as the one at Shoreham?

18 A No. I only said that the torsional vibratory

19 stresses do not enter specifically into their scantling
20 rules or dimensioning rules for the crankshaf t.

21- 0 But they do take into account the dimensions in

22 ' approving a crank shaf t, don't they?

23 .I'm.sorry. They do take into account the

93 .24 torsional . vibratory stresses in deciding whether to approve
25 a crankshaft or not?.

o

_ -. . _ , . _ . _ _ _ _ . _ - _ . . . - - . - . - - . _ _ _ _ _ , _ , _ _ _ _ - . . . --
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1 .WRBpp _ 4R. SCHEIDT* Thi s is t he way it was orovided toi

2 the' parties by the ABS when it was copied at the time of the
~3 deposition. And the second page to which Mr. Ellis is

(( }) 4 referring is the runotf or the extra section of the

5 righthand margin of the page that precedes i t.
6 JUDGE BRENNER : Particularly since we are dealing
7 with numbers, I'm not goi.ng to speculate on whether there
8' are any digits missing in be tween the two pages.
9 - MR. ELLIS: dell, let me just ask a short

10 question that may end this.

-- .11 BY MR. ELLIS

12 0 Profe ssor Sarsten, can you tell how many orders
13 summed from looking at the page that I referred you to,

_ 14

(j
. which is the page immediately prior to the one that is

15 largely blank?

16 A ( altness Sarsten) I have not seen this before so
;

17 it's a little difficult. My testimony ends on page 173. I

18 - have not seen this before.
19 0 I understand you haven't saen -- you have seen
20 the transcript before?

21 A The main transcript. not the at tachments.

22 0 Right.

23 Now, can you tell, from looking at that

24 . calculation how many orders were summed?7_

i ~ ('''/ 25 A I would have to go through it in detail, the

,

O

f .. , - - , . - , , , , - - , ~ , . . - - - - . . - - - - , , - - -
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11~ WR Bpp_ i ABS's interpretation of its own rules is important?

2 A The ABS's interpretation of its own rules is, of
J course Important. And, of course, they're the only ones

js,yr
.

)- 4 who can" move upon this if the crankshaf t mee ts the rules
5 or not. I can only say that the stress I have calculated is,

6 above that which the rules allow using 24 orders. It's

7 clear that ABS can accept any stre ss level they want to, do
8 it in any fashion they wish to. They can approve the
9 crankshaf t on any other hasis than torsional vibration if '

10 they so wish. I've only stated the calculated stresses, and

11 the ' allowable stress levels.
12 Q And your testimony, then, is ba se d on the use of

'

13 24 orders' which, you say , is standard practice in Europe
14

} -)S ,
these days to sum orders to torsional stress?

2~?

15 A That is true. Pm aware also that ABS is one of-

16 the classification societies sponsoring the so-called CI'4AC
17 rules. The matter of 24 orders is not under contention as

!. la f ar as , you understand, an accepted practice for all these
19 classification societies.

20 0 Do you know why ABS did not use 24 orders in the

21 -promulgation of its standard that sets 5.035 as the

-22 a llowa ble?

f23 A Did not use 24 orders in the -- could you --

}'' 24 0 Why didn't ABS specify 24 orders when it

25 established its ' allowable for summation at 5,035 psi.

. _ . _ . ._ _ __ . . _ _ _ _ . - - _ . . . ~ _ . _ . _ __ _ . . . - . _ _ - .
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BJ' NR pp I WITNESS SARSTEN: I did not measure one myself. I

2 read some . testimony to that effect.

3 JUDGE BRENNER: I'm sure we will hear

) 4 more ' about that in at least one other context.
5 MR. ELLIS: Judge Brenner, I would move to strike

6 that, since he doesn't have any basis for that testimony as
7 to how low it went, 300 and whatever it was rpm.
8 JUDGE BRENNER: I'll te ll you what. I won't rely

9 on his figure for lt and you remind me to ask somebody that
10 you think knows on behal f of LILCO at the oppropriate point.
Il MR. ELLIS: Yes, sir. I. think we can do that.

*
12 That panel has already testif.ied, I believe. Bu t --

~13 JUDGE BRENNER: We ll, s ome body who kn ows a bi t
s

rS 14 about blocks might know about it.
V

15 MR. ELLIS: They do. Mr. Youngling will know,

16 Judge Brenner.

17 JUDGE BRENNER: That's one of the major reascns

18 ascribed for why there are problems with the 103 cylinder
19 block, is that co.rrect?

20 MR. ELLIS: That's right. I'm just telling you

21 who would know, Youngling.

.22 BY MR. ELLIS:

23 Q Dr. Sarsten, another question about ABS. I take

24{} is lt fair to say since you have not reviewed the ABS

j 25 calculations, and don't know how many orders they use in

f 26 summ in g, that you have no opinion regarding the adequacy or
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,lE c hR Bob. I conventional-materials.

2 A Right.

3 0~
..

. But in terms of essessing whether the crankshaf t

]) 4 is adequate or not, you would agree with me that if the

5 tensile strength were very high, and the summation of

6 the orders were close to the allowable, that would be le ss

7 significant than if the tensile strength were substantially
8 lower?

9 A As there is nothing in the DEMA rules about this,

10 we cannot speculate on what we would lik e to do. The rules

-l! are straightforward. As f ar as I am concerned, there is a

12' limit of 7,000 psi for the summation of the orders,

13- Irrespec tive of the material employed.
'14 0 Well, let me just give you a hypothetical.i\,^

15 If the steel used in the crankshaf t in issue had~

16 _ an ultimate tensile strength of -- Instead of 100 or 102

17 ksi. If it had 100,000 ksi, would you be concerned that the

18 summation of the orders then was 7096?
Io A It is not my prerogative to be concerned or not.

20 It is to judge i f the vibratory-torsional stresses are above
~

21 or below this limit.

22 I concede, if we were looking at the adequacy of
23' the crankshaf t in another context, that would be something
24

("') .
. we could discuss , but not here.,_

,

25 0 What do you mean by the " adequacy of the

|
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